
Teaching sequence two



•   Think of an activity you can do that doesn’t take too much 
physical effort, e.g. sleeping, reading, taking a bath or 
having a cup of tea. Try to write down all the things you still 
have to do when doing those activities even though they 
seem inactive, e.g. find a bed, put on bed sheets, fluff up 
pillows, turn out the lights, lay down, count sheep... Try to 
list even the tiniest parts of the activity and see how far you 
can stretch it. 

•   Share some of your ‘activity lists’ with the rest of the class. They 
are what we call ‘conventions’ - things that you would expect to 
see happening when somebody takes part in an activity.

Starter – activity lists



•    Watch Diamond Dave Delaney’s Darts Workout  
sketch online at bbc.co.uk/comedyclassroom from the 
CBBC series Fit. The clip is available online at 
bbc.co.uk/comedyclassroom on the Primary page. 

•    Which was the funniest part? What are all the things that the 
advert says you need to do to be a great darts player? 

Core – parody advert

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04gpx3y


•   Look at the table which shows you all the information 
that an advert can contain when you watch it.  These are 
some of the conventions of a TV advertisement. Watch the 
Diamond Dave video again, trying to fill in the boxes.

Core – parody advert (2)



Rhetorical question 
at the start: “Do you 
want...?”

 

Video of people using 
the product 

  

A happy customer 
telling you how good 
the product is 

 

Is there something 
you get free with the 
product?

     Conventions. What do we see in the Dave Delaney advert?



Core – parody advert (3)

•   Dave Delaney managed to get an entire exercise workout 
from playing darts. Now write your own advert for an 
exercise DVD that uses the activity you listed earlier. Try 
and include as many of the different conventions of adverts 
as you can. If you want, you can use the script from the 
original show as a guide to help you lay out your script.



•   Share some of your adverts with the rest of the class, getting 
friends to read with you if you have more than one person 
speaking. 

•  Would we buy any of these exercise DVDs? What ways did 
the writers try to persuade us? 

Plenary – sharing your advert


